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Molecular dynamics simulations are used to examine two key aspects of recent ultrafast infrared experiments
on liquid water dynamics. It is found that the relation between the OH stretch frequency and the length of the
hydrogen bond in which the OH is involved, currently assumed to be one-to-one, is instead characterized by
considerable dispersion and that the time scale currently interpreted in terms of a stochastic modulation by
the surrounding solvent of a highly frictionally damped hydrogen bond system is shown to be governed by
hydrogen bond-breaking and -making dynamics, whereas the motion of an intact hydrogen-bonded complex
is underdamped in character.

In view of the obvious importance of liquid water in chemistry
and physics, its microscopic dynamics have long been of major
interest. Recently, modern ultrafast spectroscopic methods have
opened a new experimental window on these dynamics, and
there has been intensive activity on unravelling water dynamics
via examination of the experimentally convenient aqueous
system of HOD diluted in D2O using either ultrafast infrared
(IR),1-6 IR-Raman,7 or photon echo8,9 spectroscopy.

One focus of these experiments has been the excited OH
vibration population lifetime, which is currently interpreted as
being dominated by either vibrational predissociation,1 i.e., the
breaking of the hydrogen bond (H bond) in which the excited
OH stretch is involved,10 or by vibrational relaxation of the
excited OH vibration without such IR-induced bond breaking.7,11

A second focus, of interest here, has concerned the spectral

diffusion within the OH stretching band,2-6 initally discussed
in terms of the dynamics of the H bond DOH‚‚‚OD2 (hereafter
OO H bond) in terms of the time evolution of this bond initially
prepared in a nonequilibrium stretched/compressed condition3-6

and subsequently discussed more formally in terms of stochastic
models which assume strongly overdamped motion of the
oscillator.

A striking aspect of the current interpretations of such
experiments concerning the presumed intact OO H-bond
dynamics is that the OO motion is inferred to be highly
overdamped. For example, an H bond initially stretched beyond
its equilibrium length will, on average, monotonically relax to
equilibrium, without oscillation (see, e.g., Figure 3 of ref 3
and the discussion therein). Further, subsequent discussions
all invoke a highly overdamped character of the H-bond
motion.3-6 In our view, this is surprising because the H bond
is estimated in H2O to have a reasonably high frequency∼200
cm-1,12 and an extremely high friction would be required to
produce highly overdamped motion. To examine this issue, we
have performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of an
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equilibrium system (298 K) of an HOD molecule in liquid D2O
(simulation details are given below), focusing on the OO H-bond
dynamics. Figure 1 shows, for both the calculated velocity
autocorrelation function and individual trajectories, that the OO
vibration is decidedly not overdamped.13

In view of this discrepancy, it is natural to scrutinize aspects
of the discussion of the experiments which may not be valid or
which require clarification. In particular, we examine two key
features. The first is the assumption employed in the discussion
of the experiments that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the frequencyωOH of the OH vibration and the OO
distanceR in a HOD-D2O pair. Although this type of relation,
in which ωOH decreases with decreasingR, as the H-bond
strength is increased, is well establishedon the aVeragefor a
wide variety of static systems,14,15it may not be suffiently sharp
to use in the context of the dynamic spectroscopic experiments.8

The second aspect concerns the interpretation of the dynamics
being probed during the experimental time window (∼1-2 ps).
Although this has been discussed in terms of diffusive or high
friction “Brownian oscillator” stochastic models,3-6 it seems
fair to say that a clear identification of the dynamics and
measured time scales has not yet been achieved. However, it
has been noted4,9 that the experimental time scale (∼500-700
fs) is the same order of magnitude as the estimated lifetime of
an H bond in liquid H2O.16 We will conclude via the results
presented within that the one-to-one frequency-H-bond length
assumption is not valid and that the observed experimental time
scale should be interpreted in terms of H-bond-breaking and
-making dynamics.

MD simulation of 3 ns duration, preceded by an initial 15 ps
equilibration run, has been applied to a system of one HOD
molecule in 107 D2O molecules. We adopt the SPC/E model
for intermolecular interactions and molecular geometry,17

without internal motions (imposed via the “shake” algorithm).
The simulation box dimensions yield a density 1.104 g/cm-3.
A molecular spherical cutoff at half the box length was used
for all forces, and the Ewald summation procedure was applied
for electrostatic forces. The integration algorithm is of the
leapfrog type18 (1 fs time step) with thermal bath coupling (mean
temperature 298 K, coupling constant 0.5 ps).

The calculations presented below involve the OH stretch
frequency, which is probed in the experiments. Given the local
nature of the HOD molecule vibrations,11,19 the OH coordinate
has been approximated as an independent vibrational mode. The
Reimers-Watts internal local mode potential,19 used here for

the frequency shifts computation, yields a gas-phase variational
OH frequency 3725 cm-1 if the other modes are frozen,
acceptably close to the experimental value 3707 cm-1.20 The
vibrational problem is exactly solved in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation of a fast vibration and a slow “bath”, which is
reasonable given the high OH frequency.11,21,22At each simula-
tion time step, the OH vibrational coordinateq has been assigned
expanded and contracted values, with the remaining degrees of
freedom kept at their instantaneous values. For each value of
q, the total energy is computed, resulting in aq-dependent
perturbation which, together with the intramolecular gas phase
potential, constitutes the exact instantaneous vibration potential.
The resulting vibrational Schro¨dinger equation is solved numeri-
cally.21

We begin the discussion of the HOD in D2O OH frequency
results with Figure 2, which displays the density-of-states
histogram of the OO distance and the instantaneous frequency
ωOH, as well as the corresponding probability distribution inR
for differentωOH. The distribution of instantaneous frequencies
itself (not shown) has the center frequency 3516 cm-1 and the
full width at half-maximum (fwhm) 240 cm-1 (the experimental
spectrum gives 3420 and 260 cm-1, respectively24). Figure 2
shows a general trend of higher frequency (smaller red shift
with respect to gas-phase value) with increasingR, consistent
with weaker H bonding at largerR. However, for a givenωOH,
the distribution inR is quite broad. It is most disperse at high
frequencies, for which there are more loosely H-bound con-
figurations: atωOH ) 3400 cm-1, the fwhm inR is 0.15 Å; at
ωOH ) 3600 cm-1, it is 0.4 Å. Hence, in contrast to standard
assumption, theωOH-R relation is far from being sharply
defined; indeed, on the blue side, the fwhm inR is comparable
to the oscillatory OO motion amplitude (cf. Figure 1).

The solid hydrate experimental data for theωOH-Req relation
are in fact quite scattered,14,15 and H-bond bending has been
mentioned as a possible source.15 We explore this possibility

Figure 1. Normalized velocity autocorrelation function for the OO
distanceR between HOD and a D2O molecule initially its nearest
neighbor. Note the oscillatory behavior, with a frequency∼200 cm-1.
Insert: Four trajectoriesR(t), chosen arbitrarily, with the condition that
the two molecules remain nearest neighbors for 1 ps. The clearly
underdamped motion has an amplitude of∼0.4 Å.

Figure 2. Top: Density-of-states histogram for the OO distanceR
between HOD and its nearest neighbor and the OH frequencyωOH

(contour levels are 10%, 20%, ..., 90% of maximum value). Also shown,
the averageωOH for a fixed R ((0.01 Å) and the fwhms inωOH for
R ) 2.6 Å (200 cm-1) andR ) 3.3 Å (150 cm-1), both being larger
than typical laser bandwidths∼70 cm-1.3-5 Bottom: Probability
distribution ofR for fixed values ofωOH ((5 cm-1). Our results use
instantaneous shifts, without motional narrowing.23
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via Figure 3, which shows the frequency distribution for a fixed
nearest-neighbor OO distance, separated into different bending
angleR intervals. Overall, there is a clear dependence ofR on
the OH frequency, with the general trend that a largerR leads
to a higherωOH (smaller red shift), as expected for progressively
weaker H bonds. However, the key lesson in Figure 3 is that
the bending angle is very clearly a source of significant
dispersion in theωOH-R relationship. There can however be
further dispersion sources: simulation results (not shown)
indicate that indeed the HOD-nearest-D2O-neighbor interaction
is most important but that the orientation of the deuterium atoms
on that D2O can play a role, an issue to be investigated in the
future.

To both illustrate the impact of theωOH-R dispersion and
to examine the possible role of OO H-bond breaking dynamics
for ultrafast IR experiments, we calculate a quantity related to
the portion5 of the experimental IR signal associated with the
ground OH vibrational state hole dynamics, i.e., the time
dependence of the average OH frequencyωj OH(t) for the
distribution of OH frequencies initially created from an equi-
librium distribution by excision of a band ofωOH values
corresponding to laser promotion to the vibrationally excited
OH state. This average frequency function is complimentary to
the one extracted from experiment in ref 5, in which the effect
of the excited state is removed, and is closely related to the
one reported in refs 3 and 4, where both ground and excited-
state contributions are present. The laser pulse time duration is
ignored, and the laser promotion is mimicked by assigning to
each configuration in the equilibrium distribution at time zero
the probability 1 - f(ωOH), where f(ω) is the laser pulse
frequency profile, taken to be a Gaussian with fwhm 70 cm-1.
We simulate excitations to the blue and to the red by offsetting
the carrier frequency inf(ω) by (100 cm-1 with respect to the
calculatedωOH spectrum’s center.

The results are displayed in Figure 4, in which we have
subtracted fromωj OH(t) the average OH frequencyωref without
laser promotion (f ) 0). For the blue (red) excitation, the average
frequencyωj OH of the initial ensemble is less (greater) than that
of the equilibrium ensemble, because more weakly (strongly)
H-bonded species have been excised. As this hole is filled in
with more weakly (strongly) H-bonded species, the average
frequency increases (decreases). Both excitation results are
mildly bimodal in time, a feature also seen in different but
related water simulations,25 with a slightly oscillatory feature
present for the latter. Analysis of these curves yields for the
short time scale 66 (blue) and 31 fs (red) and for the long time
scale 863 (blue) and 496 fs (red). In the IR experiments, only
a single longer time scale is extracted, estimated variously as
7003,4 or 500 fs,5 this difference being related to the different

experiments involved and the differing details of extraction of
this time.3-5 The slight oscillation for the red excitation result
could be quite difficult to detect because of current experimental
time resolution capabilities and other contributions to the
signal.3-5 Note that, although not possible to resolve in IR
experiments, a short-time component has been recently observed
in photon echo experiments.8,9 (Such a short time component
in a fluctuating frequency autocorrelation function, which we
have also observed in a separate calculation, not shown here,
indicates a significant homogeneous broadening.8,9)

The fundamental interpretation of the above curves is revealed
more clearly when we examine the corresponding dynamics
subject to the restriction that only initially OO H-bonded
molecular pairs which remain intact up tot ) 2 ps are involved
(we use a geometrical definition of an OO H bond26 in a HOD-
D2O pair: OO distance less than 3.6 Å, distance from H to O
in D2O less than 2.4 Å, and bending angleR less than 30
degrees). For both excitations, the OH frequency averages in
this sub-ensemble (cf. Figure 4) display two important features:
(i) oscillatory behavior is more clearly pronounced for these
intact species than for the full averages and (ii) the long-time
component of the full averages has largely disappeared. These
results indicate (i) that in the intact OO H-bonded species sub-
ensemble, the underdamped motion is visible, despite the
ωOH-R relation dispersion, a conclusion confirmed by calcula-
tion (not shown) of the H-bond lengthR dynamics in the sub-
ensemble, and (ii) that the longer time dynamics in the full
averages is determined by H-bond-breaking and -making
dynamics; it is not, for example, determined by the overdamped
motion of intact H-bonded species. Indeed, the characteristic
time (∼0.5-1 ps) of the longer time component is in the range
of previous estimates of the thermal lifetime of H bonds in liquid
H2O.16 (Although not presented here, our analysis of the
calculated fluctuating frequency equilibrium time correlation
function8,9,27 shows this same longer time scale behavior
associated with H-bond-breaking and -making.)

Finally, we have examined these issues by following in time
the OO distanceR(t) for ensembles of initially H-bonded HOD-
D2O pairs with a givenR(0). Figure 5, for the caseR(0) ) 2.7
Å, shows the ensemble averaged OO distance, as well as the
averages for the two sub-ensembles composed of trajectories
for which at any timet, R(t) is respectively less than or greater
than the full ensemble average value. This decomposition clearly
shows bound oscillatory behavior for the former and divergent,

Figure 3. Probability distribution ofωOH for HOD-D2O pairs with
the OO distanceR ) 2.8 ( 0.01 Å and its separation into different
bending angleR intervals.

Figure 4. Time dependence of the average OH frequencyωj OH(t) for
the distribution ofωOH initially created from an equilibrium distribution
by excision of a band ofωOH values corresponding to laser promotion
to the vibrationally excited OH state (see text). Curves a and b:
excitation to the red and blue, respectively; curves a′ and b′: the
corresponding curves for subensembles containing only H-bonded
HOD-D2O pairs. The quantityωref refers to the average OH frequency
for the respective (sub-)ensemble without laser promotion.
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dissociating behavior for the latter, completely consistent with
the picture from the hole dynamics.28

To summarize, MD simulations for the HOD dilute in liquid
D2O system have indicated very significant departures from the
one-to-one correspondence between the OH vibrational fre-
quencyωOH and the OO hydrogen bond lengthR assumed in
current interpretations of ultrafast infrared spectroscopic experi-
ments. This dispersion is dominated by the dispersion of the
H-bond OHO angle, with further contributions arising from
(especially) differing OD bond orientations in the D2O partner
and from the surrounding D2O molecules. Thus, spectroscopic
selection of a givenωOH value should be interpreted as providing
a significant range of H-bond distances, rather than a unique
one. Although this feature obscures to some degree the
underdamped character of the OO H-bond motion in an intact
species, it does not obliterate it. More importantly, we have
argued that the longer time dynamics are associated with the
breaking and making of H bonds. Thus, for example, a
spectroscopic interpretation in terms of an intact OO H-bonded
species would not be appropriate. These features need to be
taken into account in experimental interpretations, as well as
in a more complete theoretical treatment, including both ground
and excited OH states, currently underway.

Note Added in Proof

Related conclusions have been reached by J. Skinner.29
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